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The purpose of this illustration is to show that the Ground Zero complex is configured to
the Orion constellation. The apex of the Manhattan Island approximates this motif of
Orion, the Keeper of the Stargate, the Silver Gate. When the Orion outline is
superimposed to match the 3 squares of Ground Zero, the following observations occur.
The Orion’s Belt corresponds to the 3 squares where the form Twin Towers used to
stand. The 3 building to the west of this Great Pyramid pattern correlates to the phallus
or ‘Sword of Orion’. These 3 stars are the area that contains the Orion Nebula
corresponds to 3 prominent financial buildings. They are associated with, Merrill Lynch,
the Securities Exchange Commission and HSBC. The prime star of Betelgeuse in the
Orion star map of Manhattan corresponds to the Michael Schimmel Center for Arts.
The position of the star Bellatrix corresponds to the area of Wall Street and building with
various pyramids on top of skyscrapers. This building is where the archery of Orion
protrudes from and is in line with 2 other buildings adjacent to Wall Street that have
similar pyramidions atop of their skyscrapers. The archery of Orion has 3 main stars
that correspond to the NYC Department of Transportation, the St. Elizabeth Ann Seton
Shrine, and the Statue e of Liberty Foundation. Astonishing, the archery appears to
parallel the curvature of the beginning or apex of the Manhattan Island. The study will
later show that they buildings make up the 7 major pyramid buildings that correspond to
the 7 stars of the Pleiades. It would not appear that a significant number of skyscrapers
have pyramid tops or pyramidion if one did not directly observe them. If one where not
observant, one would miss the similarities that such a modern world capital has with the
ancient pyramid complexes.
The point being is that if one stripped the skyscrapers from their pyramidions, the city
would vertically be no different than those of Giza, Teotihuacan, etc., a ‘pyramid city’
even as that of Cydonia, Mars. The outstretched arms of the Orion cosmic star pattern
correspond to the ’V’ shaped building where the Michael Schimmel Center for Arts is
situated. The midpoint of the divided arm corresponds to the NYC Housing Authority.
The delineated arm of Orion corresponds to the 2 bridges that lead into Manhattan, the
Brooklyn Bride and the Manhattan Bridge. What is very peculiar is that the Silver Gate
or the Gate of Man corresponds to the small square building with a round segment
called Jane’s Carousel. This point in the Cosmos is where the Ecliptic intersects the
Galactic Plane. Upon further observation based on this Orion star map is that the East
River thus matches-up with the Ecliptic’s path and the Manhattan Bridge parallels the
Galactic Plane.
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It is also interesting that the owner of the former win Towers was named Silverstein.
Could this be a coincidental inference to a type of ‘Orion’ as the keeper of the Silver
Gate? As it has been shown, the Ground Zero 3 squares approximate the 3 pyramids of
Giza and Orion. In this rendition of the study and illustration, the depiction is reversed
where the Freedom Tower that is normally corresponding to the Great Pyramid is
actually matched with the smallest pyramid, Mintaka. In this rendition, the Giza Plateau
complex provides the outline for where the Sphinx and the Osireion are corresponding
from Ground Zero. Using this Giza Pyramid and Sphinx template, the ‘Sphinx’ sits in
front of the Millennium Hilton hotel.
This is the associated and inferred ‘Monolith’ and is the suggested ‘Stargate’ ascribed to
the entire motif of Orion’s cosmic pattern. This study is not literally insinuating that this
building is where people teleport but that based on the cosmology of the outlining patter
of Orion and the Great Pyramids of Giza, this structure correlates to a celestial Stargate
that perhaps in some way or fashion does facilitated the inter-dimensional transit of
beings, at least in a metaphorical if not metaphysical way perhaps. The next
observation is related to the association between Wall Street and Ground Zero in terms
of numerology as depicted in their distances and measurements.
These measurements are an approximation taken from GoogleEarth coordinates. From
the Grand Masonic Lodge in mid-Manhattan to the Freedom Tower is approximately
2.33 miles. This could possibly have overtones to the Luciferian number of 322 Skull
and Bones. The Lodge is in a direct ley-line to Wall Street and at 2.32 nautical miles, yet
another 322 combination. From the Stock Exchange to the 1st square where the South
Tower used to stand, there is approximately 16166.66 inches. From the Stock exchange
to the 2nd square or where the North Tower used to stand there is the following
distances. Note the amazing occultic and Luciferian overtones.
.33 nautical miles
666 yards
2001 feet (Was this the encrypted coefficient of the year when the Towers would fall?)
19.73 arcseconds

It is very interesting that the 19.73 number value perhaps corresponds to the year 1973
when the Twin Towers opened, they were started in 1966 which makes the duration a
span of 7 years. From the Stock Exchange to the Freedom Tower is .44 miles. Could it
be that the number is signifying the 44th President of the US and the completion of the
office of the Presidency? It was the U.S. President Obama, the 44th President that
helped inaugurate a beam that was an encrypted capstone to compete the 1776 feet
tower of defiance, much like it was with the Tower of Bebel and Nimrod, son of Cush,
grandson of Ham and great-grandson of Noah. It was at that time that he wrote on the
beam the words as follows. ‘We remember, We rebuild, We come back stronger!’ As a
descendant of the Ham this is exactly what Nimrod perhaps stated against YHVH for
having halted his ‘freedom tower’.
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It is rather interesting that in front of the NYC Stock Exchange, the very Temple of
Mammon of these Luciferians is that there is an apparent replica of the Tower of Babel.
It is a modern-day pyramid of 5 levels that match the Temple of Marduk in Babylon. The
only difference is that the modern stricter is elongated as to not be that obvious of a
match. Many would suppose that pyramid and ziggurats were only built by the ancient
civilizations. This is not the case, such structures have continued to be built and by the
same people that are behind the financial, political, and religious monopolies of the
world. They are in the same bloodline of vampires and conspirators that like octopuses
and spiders suck the blood and life of its victims, caught in their web of deceit. In
essence the Wall Street financial center to include the Ground Zero complex of New
York City is really and literally a rebuilt Babylon along with its ziggurats of financial
centers dedicated to the god of Mammon, Lucifer.
This is one example of how the cadres of Luciferians today as in ancient times are given
charge of the Mammon of the world to enslave the control the masses with. Such
Money Changers conspire through usury and thievery as they have conspired with
Lucifer to defraud the people. These are the very ones that conspired against the
prophet Daniel in Babylon to accuse him with their laws. They are the same that
conspired against Mordechai and Ester in Persia to slaughter YHVH’s People. They are
the conspirators that like Herod, they sought to kill Jesus and prevent him from being
born. These are the same usurpers that controlled the Sanhedrin in the time of Jesus
and the financial ‘stock exchange’ of the Temple Mount which they made it a den of
thievery. Such have repeatedly been caught numerous times defrauding many and only
getting Obama bailouts and minimal fines.
The Bible records the event in which Jesus whipped the Money Changers from His
House and in a greater way, will again but this time of the whole world at Jesus’ 2 nd
coming. As it has been noted, the Ground Zero complex appears to correlate to the
Orion’s Belt star cluster. The previous Twin Tower stood where currently there is only
the outline of the former buildings that were taken down in a Kabbalistic sacrificial rite.
The illustration will also suggest some approximate measurements form the complex
using GoogleEarth coordinates. Thus if the Ground Zero complex is mirrored to Orion,
then a motif representing the Silver Gate should be present., which is the case. To the
east of the complex is a black monolith-looking skyscraper. This study suggests that it is
a monolith that suggests a Stargate.
The 3 Towers that were taken down by the Luciferian Money Changers ‘morphed’ into
the 1 tower. This new so-called Freedom Tower is 1776 feet tall with the spiral
extension. In essence this modern day ‘Tower of Babel’ is an encrypted pattern of the
Great Pyramid of Giza. These 3 pyramids are also corresponding to the 3 stars of
Orion’s Belt. The Freedom Tower thus corresponds to the year 5776 as the Great
Pyramid is 5776 inches with the capstone. Ironically is 5776, which is 2016 primarily the
year America loses its Freedom? The Freedom Tower is in essence an elongated
tetrahedron. This design has incorporates the Luciferian mantra of ‘As Above, So
Below’.
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At the center position the new Tower incorporates a double square formation. This is
the Masonic signature of a double cross or not ‘being square’ in terms of honesty. The 2
remaining outlines of the Twin Towers have now become the signatures of the
Luciferian Snake Eyes. The term derives its connotation from the 'snake' that is
associated with its treachery and betrayal. The Luciferians are publically but occultically
broadcasting openly that they are the ones that have conspired and betrayed the nation
and its people. It is for these and many more crimes against Humanity that Jesus will
come back to whip the Money changers out of His House of Prayer. Jesus at His return
will execute judgment on this Cabal that has conspired to be in league with Lucifer’s
plan to destroy and/or distort the human race.
Perhaps one illustration that might have a clue as to when is to happen completed is to
associate 7 key pyramids atop skyscrapers in the heart of the Wall Street financial
center. This area is adjacent Ground Zero where the Orion star map is speculated to be
correlating to the 3 squares that formally made-up the Twin Towers. Out of the 100s of
skyscrapers in Manhattan, it appears in Lower Manhattan there are 7 that are very
prominent. Out of the 7 total, 3 are in a row next to the NYC Stock Exchange. The other
3 are encompassing Ground Zero and the last one is a bit far out of the area next to
Foley Square but more precisely the building that houses the combined office of the
U.S. Justice Department and the U.S. 2nd Court of Appeals.
The alignment approximates the Pleiades star cluster with the 7 corresponding stars.
Thus, this study suggests that the 7 pyramidions on top of the 7 buildings correspond to
the 7 stars of the Pleiades. As noted in prior studies, the Pleiades motif is often fused or
incorporated with the Orion motif and in many cases, both are seen and configured in
the same general area, if at least encrypted. In essence the Luciferians ‘Builders’ who
have conspired to such a depiction are fusing the cosmic male sexual energies of Orion
with that of the cosmic female energies of the Pleiades. The Pleiades speaks of the 7
dispensation of time as in how the former Twin Towers took 7 years to complete for
example.
Does this prophetic arrangement signify perhaps as to how long the U.S. financial might
will last, a possible duration of 7 stages? And how close is it to having this time
completed prophetically perhaps? Is the Freedom Tower any indication with its 1776’
measurement? Realize also that America has begun its 7 th cycle of 40 years since
1776. (6 cycles x 40 years = 280 years + 1776 = 2016) Is this an encryption of the
Luciferian reverse Seal of the U.S. in that it was in 1776 and subsequently in 5776, the
year that the Masonic ‘Tower of Babel’ is to be completed metaphorically? Does this
signal the year the Luciferian New World Order is to be start? Does America have 40
more years to go as a Superpower?
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Wall Street Temples of Mammon
In ancient times, the Luciferians built their pyramids aligned to the stars based on
certain constellations of importance. Some aspects of the alignments followed sacred
Earth energy ley-lines to influence political and/or financial gain and power over the
masses. It is no different today expect the ‘Builders’ place their temples and pyramids
atop skyscrapers. What this study suggests is that he financial center of the world has
incorporated the Great Pyramid of Giza pyramid alignment surrounded by a Babylonian
styled ziggurat as well.
The degree of inclination from north is at a 33-degree heading. In essence, the
economy, religion, and political framework of the spirit of Babylon and Egypt is alive and
well in the America, for the time being. Based on the Sabbatical cycle of this American
New World Order Phoenix, the cabal of Money Changers are about to find a host to
suck the life blood out of their next victims, thus the need for a New World Order. The
classic Orion 3 pyramid alignment is modeled after the Giza pyramids in Egypt. It is very
ancient and is replicated all over the world because of its celestial star alignment to the
constellation of Orion. What this study suggests is that the pyramids of Wall Street also
depict a color type corresponding to the heavenly bodies; the Sun with gold coloring, the
Moon with silver coloring and the Stars with a black coloring.
This Black Pyramid has the possible connotations then of a ‘black star’ or Death Star
perhaps out there in Space. This 3 Orion star motif is seen most notably in such temple
centers as Teotihuacan and the Temple Mount of Jerusalem. The center pyramid
corresponds to the silver color and the star in Orion of Bellatrix. The distance from the
Black Pyramid to the center Silver Pyramid is very telling. In terms of distance there are
obvious Luciferian numerical signatures and that of 9-11 apparently. The following is the
distance between the large Black Pyramid skyscraper to the middle Silver Pyramid
skyscraper and their apparent color coordinating inferences.
555 ft
6666 in
.9 nautical miles
.11 miles
Gold Pyramid: Sun
Mintaka

Silver Pyramid: Moon
Alnilam

Black Pyramid: Stars
Alnitak

Based on this Manhattan Orion star map apparent configuration, this study suggests
that on 9-11 there had to be 3 buildings of the World Trade Center that had to be
imploded because they had correlate to the 3 stars of the Belt of Orion. Even though
there were 2 planes, 3 buildings had to come down on this particular date. Why this is
significant prophetically is that as some speculate that the Throne of YHVH is situated in
this area of Orion in the Cosmos, or at least it is accessed through there perhaps, the
Luciferians basically simulated an all-out frontal attack on its reflective pattern on Earth.
If this assertion is perhaps plausible it would also make sense of when it was conspired.
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The date of September 11 is another factor of when and why this assault perhaps took
place. There are many who believe this date of September 11 was the month and day
Jesus was actually born on Earth. Given these 2 suppositions, this scenario could
explain the 9-11 attack in a spiritual and prophetic light perhaps never before
considered. Nonetheless the typology is interesting in that as the Heir to the Throne and
Creator was incarnated on that day perhaps, Jesus initiated the plan of redemption to
rescue Adam’s race. Lucifer’s spite and resolve against this plan has been to assail the
Throne of YHVH and take the Heir’s Throne, Title, and inheritance. Thus, could this
assault on 9-11 be correlated to Lucifer’s attack on Heaven’s Gates as a typology of
mimicking the very heavenly motifs as configured on Earth?
__________________________________

Main Sources
GoogleEarth.com
Stellarium.org
Wikipedia.com
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